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Hi!  I am Sanjana M.S. I’m 16 
years old and enjoy art. Art is 
a great way of expressing 
oneself. It makes you look at 
the world differently. It also 
has the power to engage you 
completely, reducing stress. 

Apart from art I enjoy 
Swimming, playing the Violin 
and reading.

About Me



Verse:
aśrūyantāśiṣaḥ satyās
tatra tatra dvijeritāḥ
nānurūpānurūpāś ca
nirguṇasya guṇātmanaḥ

Translation: 
It was being heard here and there that the benedictions being paid to Kṛṣṇa were 
neither befitting nor unbefitting because they were all for the Absolute, who was now 
playing the part of a human being.



In this three-part acrylic painting on 
canvas, I have aimed to depict the 
extraordinary life of Sri Krishna. Sri 
Krishna is the eighth incarnation of the 
Hindu god, Vishnu. In the first painting, 
Krishna as a young child is depicted. He 
was adored for his mischievous pranks 
and loved his butter (Maakhan). 

Krishna as a mischievous child



Krishna as a charming and loving youngster

In his youth, Krishna became 
renowned as a lover, the sound of 
his flute prompting the Gopis (girls) 
to dance ecstatically with him. In a 
similar way, it is said, Krishna 
receives joyously the ones who 
come to him with Bhakti 
(Devotional worship). 



Krishna in his universal form

Finally, in the Kurukshetra war, Sri Krishna 
educates his disciple Arjun, thus the world, 
about devotion and dharma. This war is 
described in the Hindu poem called 
Mahabharata. It is a war that took place around 
3000 B.C.E. In this painting, I attempted to 
capture the miraculous event of Krishna 
revealing his universal form to Arjun 
(Vishvarupa Darshan).



Aim
The goals I had for this final art project was to depict the 

events described (previous slide), as a story. This would 

be achieved by painting on different canvases, that 

would go sequentially. I had aimed to combine my 

creative skills with painting skills. I planned on making 

these paintings look magical with the use of vibrant 

colors. 

Through my work, I want others to get a glimpse of a 

part of Indian culture and enjoy the vibrant colors!



Initial Phase- Challenges I Faced

● Coming up with the sketches was difficult because I didn't really understand 
what would work best in terms of structure and how it would look on the large 
canvas. 

● I also wanted the painting to look magical and mystical, therefore it had to be 
big, bright, and bold. 

● I also needed to decide how the background would be painted, since the goal 
was to make it vibrant I needed a way of incorporating many colors and patterns 
into the background

I had a plan of exactly what I wanted to achieve but I needed to decide how I wanted to do this. 
I started by sketching different ideas of how I would depict this story in my paintings. 



Initial Phase- Solutions I found to the challenges

● I decided that the largest painting would be of the 
Kurukshetra war, the medium-sized one, of Krishna 
in his youth and the smallest, of Krishna as a child. I 
thought this would fit well with the layout of the 
whole artwork. 

● To incorporate the vibrant colors I decided to paint 
the background with acrylic pouring paints



Execution Phase- Challenges I faced and how I overcame them

● I had an idea of what I wanted my paintings to look 
like 

● I was thinking of painting on top of the background
○ Since the background was supposed to be vibrant, I 

wanted to paint the background first 
○ I tested out the acrylic pouring technique→ You 

don't apply the paint with a brush, but you pour them 
directly onto the canvas

● The colors came out too dark and if I would paint on 
top of this the painting would be quite dull

● Therefore, I decided to restart the painting and 
made another canvas



Execution Phase- Challenges I faced and how I overcame them II

● I  started sketching the first painting (Krishna in his 
universal form)

● I then continued by painting a rough layer throughout 
the painting

● Slowly progressed by adding details each layer
● Painting Krishna’s skin was challenging because it was in 

a blue shade
○ I had to figure out which shades of blue to use as the 

shadow of the skin and the highlight
● Painting the flower garland was interesting

○ I enjoyed creating the the illusion of texture
○ The colours of the flowers were fun to mix and match

● Painting the face of the main figure was the most 
important part since it is the center of attention
○ I redid it multiple times
○ Painting the facial feature was challenging because of the 

small size of the face



Execution Phase- Challenges I faced and how I overcame them III

● Originally I had planned to only paint the ‘main figure’ 
but since my goal was to make the painting magical, I 
decided to paint the other heads as well

● This added more work for me, but I found it to be a 
nice experience

● Now I had mostly completed the overall look of the 
figures in the painting

● It was time to paint the background
● This time, I did not want the background to be too 

dark
● I decided to use lighter colours and more paint

○ Since last time there wasn't enough paint to flow 
around the canvas



Execution Phase- The finishing touches

● After completing the pouring some of the paint had 
covered the figures

● I had to repaint some parts and more details
● The background and the figures blended in with 

each other so I needed to make the figures more 
vibrant

● I decided to add a yellow glow around the main 
figure

● But first the background paint had to completely 
dry

● Meanwhile, I started the painting of Young Krishna
● This time, instead of doing a full body painting I 

decided to do a close up, so that there would be 
some variation between each painting



Reflection
The process of these paintings was both enjoyable and challenging.  Overall looking at the painting, I think I have 
fully achieved my goal for this final project. However, there are still weaknesses in my painting that I could improve 
in the future. Some strengths are the use of colours and their vibrancy. 

I have enough knowledge on colour wheels that I know how to not make them ‘muddy’. Concerning the theme of this 
painting, I think that was also achieved. I had aimed to make a mystical and deep art piece following the theme of 
story. The composition of the painting, in the beginning, looked too messy but overall I think it looks more complete 
with all the elements. Some weaknesses, I think, are that the painting looks 2D (flat) . I would need to work on 
dimensions and shadows to create more of a 3D effect. I also think this project tested my time management skills. I 
had to complete my schoolwork and make dedicated time to finish these paintings. 

Overall, I think I successfully managed my time and achieved the results I planned for. Doing this painting, I got to 
revise on some art techniques and skills. I learned that it is easier to do a painting or artwork once you have a plan. 
For example, I had a sketch and I did some research beforehand. This really helped in finishing the painting faster. 
Coming up with original ideas is easier if you spend quality time on sketching and experimenting with different 
elements. Once you get inspiration from another artists, you can build on that idea. 



Final Work


